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Why Open Source?

Traditional answer:

● It's free!  (you get what you pay for)

● It's legal! (you're contributing to piracy)

● It's cool!  (sure, if you're a geek)
                   (...or a guy)



  

Why Open Source?

Better answer:

● Get your feet wet in IT

● Hone your technical and soft skills

● Add experience to your resume

● Add to your career satisfaction

Plus, the software is pretty good too...



  

Why Open Source?

But open source is more than just software...
 
Instead of pushing LAMP, I prefer AMP:

● Anonymity (gender, race, age don't matter)

● Meritocracy (build a body of work)

● Peer collaboration (think mentorship)

Social networking understands this....



  

Why Open Source?

Open source is 2-fold:

1. The software itself

2. The associated community

Sometimes you just want the software,
so let's start with that.....



  

Transitioning to Open Source

This rarely works with software! 

“Ubuntu Causes Girl To Drop Out of College”



  

Transitioning to Open Source

Why?

Open source is not a religion, a way of life,
a fight against evil monopolies, a panacea
for all software woes...

It is a TOOL, and you need to choose the
best tool for the job and for the person who
needs to get the job done.



  

Transitioning to Open Source

Recommendation #1:

Start with applications on the platform
the person knows best.

For Windows users:



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

For Mac users:



  



  



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

For other platforms (this space is starting 
to explode, expect more in the near future):



  



  



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

Recommendation #2:

Find open source equivalents to your 
favourite applications.

You don't have to necessarily wade your
way through Sourceforge:



  



  



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

Recommendation #3:

Once comfortable with the applications,
try a transition to an open source 
operating system.

Live CDs allow you to “try before you fly”:



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

Recommendation #4:

Once ready for a full install, start with a 
user-friendly operating system:



  



  



  

Transitioning to Open Source

What if you can't find an equivalent
application to get the job done or need
help with your open source transition?

You can wait a few months to see if an
application or another user becomes
available

Or, you can discover community....



  

Discovering Community

Rule #1:

Realize that every community is different.

It may take a while to find the best fit for 
your personality and skill set.

Start with the one that matches your
interest or your need.



  

Discovering Community

Rule #2:

Don't take yourself too seriously.

Realize that online communications lack
visual cues.

Realize that a community is a mix of 
different cultural norms.



  

Discovering Community

Rule #3:

You don't have to stay!

Stick around long enough to gauge your
comfort level or to get your immediate
need met.

Feel free to shop around for a better fit.



  

Discovering Community

Rule #4:

It's okay to lurk quietly, especially in the
beginning.

Lurk on mailing lists and/or channels.

Read mailing list and forum archives.



  

Discovering Community

Rule #5: 

Help others and set a good example.

Once you find your community, be prepared 
to help others find their place within it.

Blog your experience, answer questions
on forums, mailing lists, greet IRC
newcomers, speak up when someone is
harassed, etc.



  

Discovering Community
Rule #6:

Find (or create) a local community.

Become involved at schools, community
organizations.

Google for local programs.

Mentor.

Talk about open source.



  

Encouraging Others

Join a (or several) local user group(s).

Participate in  mailing lists/forums in 
your area of interest.

Attend conferences and bring (even if you
have to make) business cards and a pen.



  

Discovering Community

Rule #7:

You don't have to become a geek!

Or write code.

Find a niche that suits your temperament,
time constraints, and talent.



  

Discovering Community
Why bother?

Rule #8:

Participation is a win:win

Community is an opportunity creator for
skills, relationships, and new ideas.

This is the real value of open source.



  

Contact

Blog:   http://blogs.ittoolbox.com/unix/bsd

Open Source Business Resource:

http://www.osbr.ca

Contact: dru@osbr.ca

http://www.osbr.ca/
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